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FIRST AID KIT IN SOLDIER'S POCKET

That pocket on the front of a soldier’s right leg may look

awkward but it’s there for a purpose. It may even one day be

instrumental in saving his life, because inside it every soldier

keeps his First Field Dressing, The pocket was placed there

because it is the spot most easily reached when wearing battle

equipment.

Sergeant Charles, back from North Africa, has been telling

Ministry of Supply factory girls who make and pack them, how

the First Field Dressing saved his life during a Commando raid.

The story in its tolling revealed how careless wrapping, a pad
missed from sterilisation, or a mistake on the sewing machine-

might cost a life or a limb.

”Suddenly I felt a smack just as if I had been hit with

a hammer,” the Sergeant said, ”I dropped to my knees and

three machine guns opened up. As I lay on the ground I saw the

rifle that shot me poking through a tiny hole in the fort. I ■

crept along a ditch and put on my field dressing.

Sergeant Charles described how he used it. First of all

he pulled at a tag to remove the transparent moisture-proof and

gas-proof covering. He broke a light stitch on the little khaki

bag and took out one of the packets- of dressing which was covered

in rubber-proofed material. Next step was the removal of a

further wrapping of parchment paper which revealed a dressing

consisting of a sterilised and antiseptic pad attached to a

ready rolled bandage. Keeping the bandage taut, the Sergeant

showed how to place the pad on the wound, and how to fix the

bandage tightly, securing with a safety pin which had fallen into

his hand as he opened the dressing. Fixed like this, he said,

a field dressing* can control most haemorrhages.

Every Army unit - Searchlights, R, E, M, E. workshops, armoured

cars - carries its own particular type of First-Aid, But in

addition to that, every soldier on active service carries his

own field dressing in the front of his own right trouser leg,

except the paragroop who carries his schoolboy fashion in the

seat" 1 of his trousers. It may not be sartorially correct judged

by civilian standards, but thousands of British soldiers who have

had to rely on their own first-aid in the field, testify with

their lives to its undoubted utility value.
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